


Welcome to Volume One of Black Lagoon.

We’ve been wanting to do this for a while. 
Something you’ll keep, collect and share.

A handmade, limited edition, quarterly 
arts and culture focused zine to help 
showcase, introduce and connect our 
creative community.

It’s as simple as that really. 

Read on, reach out, commission and 
collaborate with our valley of monsters.

Sweet dreams,

Karl and the other freaks at Monster Valley.

Email hello@monstervalley.co.nz if you’d like to feature in the next volume.
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What were the last things you a) listened to, b) ate and c) 
watched?

a) Tago Mago by Can. 
b) Hash Browns. 
c) Bojack Horseman.

Where are you from and what do you do?
I live in Auckland. I’m a freelance illustrator, screenprinter, 
musician and dad.

How would you describe your style?
It ranges quite a lot from trippy psychedelic imagery to comic 
and graphic styles. It’s both loose and tight and I mostly do 
free-hand work with aspects of collage in there sometimes.

You run RAW POWER print. When did you start and why?

I started screen printing and putting out t-shirts and other 
printed designs under the ‘RAW POWER’ name maybe three 
years ago now. I’ve always done illustration and doodles, 
mostly for posters and music stuff and was always into the look 
of screen printed work. I figured that screen printing would be 
a cool way to mass produce my work, for paper prints and as 
designs for t-shirts. It’s also handy to print if you’re play music 
and need merch. I think music affiliated design and illustration 
makes for my favourite projects.

You’re also in a band?

Yep, I play in a band called X-Ray Fiends, although we’ll be 
taking a break to mix it up with a new project. I also play here 
and there in Magic Factory, playing keys and slide guitar in the 
background.

CALLUM ROONEY 
_____
Artist
By Karl Sheridan

@rawpowerprint 2
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@rawpowerprint

Has music influenced your artwork in any way?

Yea for sure, I think music largely drew me to illustration 
and design in the first place. Growing up, some of 
my favourite work was record sleeve designs and gig 
posters. But music itself has had an impression on me. 
Music can evoke a mood or a vibe that can be worked 
into visuals. You gotta have the jams when you’re 
working.

Who or what do you get your inspiration from?

Record sleeve art and gig posters are a big influence, 
especially when I was younger digging into ‘older music.’ 
A lot of the art Raymond Pettibon did for Black Flag and 
Winston Smiths and
Gee Vaucher’s collage works for Dead Kennedys and 
Crass respectively made an early and long lasting 
impact. I also love the psychedelic poster work of Victor 
Moscoso and Stanley Mouse and the comic work of 
Robert Crumb too. Eighties - nineties skate art, especially 
Jim Phillips’ work for Santa Cruz - lots of ooze, slime and 
loud colours!

Plans for 2017?

Do as much work as possible, maybe do a show? I’m 
real keen to do more editioned print posters for the local 
music scene too. You don’t see very much of that in NZ. 
I’m keen to play more music and record with the new 
project too.

Favourite quote or lyric:

I’m a street walking cheetah with a heart full of napalm
I’m a runaway son of the nuclear A-bomb

(Off the Stooges’ RAW POWER LP, of course).
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L-R: Jos Ruffell (Garage Project), Ken Grossman (Serria Nevada), Pete Gilliespie (Garage Project)

Mills River Brewery front courtyard
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“This brewery is a work of art,” says Garage 
Project’s Jos Ruffell, on a scratchy phone line 
from North Carolina. He’s gazing up in awe 
at Sierra Nevada’s vast Mills River Brewery, 
a huge, ornate and sculpted building far from 
the craft brewing pioneer’s California roots. 

He’s also looking up at a potential vision 
of Garage Project’s future. The madly 
experimental Wellington craft brewer has 
managed to be both a cult phenomenon 
here and overseas while also growing 
explosively enough to top the tech firms 
which make up the Deloitte’s Fast 50 in 
2015. It has also thus far resisted the urge 
to sell up which is creeping through the New 
Zealand craft beer scene. Prompted by the 
sale of Tuatara to Heineken, announced in 
late January, I called Ruffell to talk about the 
sale, their continued independence and the 
importance of their relationship to creative 
communities.

What was your reaction to the Tuatara 
sale?

It had been rumoured for quite a while – 
so it wasn’t a complete shock. I think also 
when you look at it, Tuatara had taken on 
private equity funding from Rangatira. And 
at some point there has to be a return on 

THIS BREWERY IS A WORK OF ART 
_____
By Duncan Greive

FB @thespinofftv 8



that investment. So a little bit of 
disappointment, but also, knowing Carl 
[Vasta] and the team there – he’s been 
in it a long time, so I’m happy for them. 
But on the other hand, a bit of a missed 
opportunity.
 
How so?

We’ve seen the industry develop 
and grow in strides, and breweries 
like Tuatara have definitely been at 
the vanguard of that. So by being 
acquired, it just adds that little bit of 
confusion back into the market again. 
People might think they’re drinking 
an independent brewery’s beer, not 
realising it’s owned by a multinational. 
Then there’s the smaller pieces – 
Tuatara have put a lot of taps into bars 
and venues, where the venue might 
not otherwise have had a tap. Some of 
those are independent taps – but now 
they’re tied to Heineken and DB. So it’s 
a step back in that direction, with more 
tied taps in New Zealand than there 
were previously.
 
Have you been approached?

I think it’s fair to say that if you’re 
a brewery doing interesting things 
or have created a following – you’ll 
struggle to find one which hasn’t been 
approached. Not just in New Zealand 
and Australia, but around the world. 
The larger breweries are definitely 
seeing a dwindling market share, and 
a pretty significant growth in craft, 
and they’re looking to address that. 
It doesn’t trake much for a larger 
brewery to float an idea to a smaller 

brewery. So I think you wouldn’t find 
many breweries which hadn’t been 
approached or probed.

What do you do?

We have an open mind about where 
the brewery, where the Garage might 
go. We started it to be nimble and 
light-footed and to move in different 
directions. But while we’re always 
interested in what ideas people might 
have, it’s nothing we’ve explored very 
deeply.

 
Describe your relationship with the 
arts and cultural communities – you 
seem to give away a lot of beer.

We kind of feed the creative community. 
We get inspired by it and want to give 
something back. When we opened the 
garage back in 2011, it was one of the 
few spaces in Wellington where we 
could actually work and not be hassled. 
Five years ago, councils probably 
weren’t so supportive – they probably 
saw our look as just tagging. But our 
brewery has always been covered in 
art, and it covers our bottles and cans. 
So for us to carry that on – we just like 
working those groups. We get inspired 
by them, and we get to put our beers 
in the hands of people who might not 

“We get inspired 
by it [the creative 

community] and want 
to give something 

back”

9

be beer drinkers. Or they might drink beer, but not have 
previously considered what beer could taste like.

I guess the packaging of your bottles tends to be an 
original piece, from the ground up every time. I guess 
that helps justify the support and the relationship with 
the street art community.

It’s really interesting. When you think about the labels, 
they’re a really interesting way for an artist to get their work 
out there. If someone does a can for us, the minimum run 
will be around 10,000 cans. That’s a lot of individual pieces 
of art, for people to grab and share and hold. It really helps 
the artists get exposure I think, as well. It can help people 
get a really good following. I think Autumn is really good 
example – she did the Calavera Catrina piece for us. I know 
she’s got a lot of fans from that can.

This is adapted from an interview which originally ran on The Spinoff in February of 2017. 10
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Give us a little introduction? 

Hi hi! Well my name is Sophie, I’m 20 years old and I’m currently 
a graphic design student at AUT - but I’ve been freelancing as a 
photographer for almost six years now.

What do you love about your craft?

I guess you could say that photography is my way of executing my 
inner artist - since I can’t draw or paint to save myself. And with that 
I’m able to capture emotion but through a visual sense, and of course 
before your very eyes. Plus every time you’re photographing it’s going 
to be a different experience. 

Your inspirations behind photography?

Honestly just people who I’m surrounded by. Whether it’s intimate or 
someone just passing by. I definitely think the environment that you 
put yourself in; affects your inspirations for just about anything. 

Themes in your work?

I love fashion photography and that’s definitely a commercial area I 
would like to focus on. A recent assignment required me to produce 
a fine art nude. So I got in a ballerina and she danced in flour while I 
captured the incredible moves her body was capable of doing. It was 
definitely a challenge, because the whole ‘fashion’ element that I’m 
into was kind of stripped from the scene (literally). 

You have recently got back from living in San Francisco, America. 
How has this experience change or grown your art form? 

San Francisco is also one of the most vibrant, liberal places you could 
go to. So I think that definitely influenced my work in many ways. 
Everything became a bit more colourful and edgy. Also being seen 
as an outsider, I tended to make more cultural connections within my 
work.

What did you miss while away?

Easy - clean streets, fresh air and fresh grass that you can run barefoot 
in. Sounds cliche but it’s true. Other than that, I missed the people 
and their cheery attitudes about everything. 

@sophiemiyas 14



FRANKIE COSMOS 

Did someone say FREE PHOENIX FOUNDATION? Yup, these kiwi 
icons are back this time at Albert Park as part of ‘Bands in the Park’ 
presented by the good guys at 95bfm. The rest of the line up is yet 
to be announced, but we’re sure this will be a good one. 

There couldn’t be a more fitting venue than Rec for the mellow 
and soothing sounds of solo project Greta Kline. Coming all the 
way from USA, her music has developed into a full 4-piece band 
which is now known as Frankie Cosmos. This will be their first tour 
around NZ, hopefully sparking more tours. 

ALBERT PARK

8th March

11th March

PHOENIX FOUNDATION 

PAYNE KILLAZ
DOSAGE: ADULTS AND CHILDREN OVER 12 YEARS 1-2 TABLETS. TAKE WITH WATER.
DOSAGE MAY BE REPEATED EVERY 4 - 6 HOURS IF NECESSARY.
MAXIMUM OF 4 DOSES IN ANY 24 HOURS.
DO NOT EXCEED RECOMMENDED DOSE.

FOR EFFECTIVE TEMPORARY RELIEF OF PAIN AND DISCOMFORT ASSOCIATED WITH 
HEADACHES, NEURALGIC CONDITIONS, MUSCULAR ACHES, DENTAL PAIN, COLDS AND FLU 
SYMPTOMS, RHEUMATICS, ASSISTS IN REDUCING FEVER.

WARNINGS:
KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN.
DO NOT GIVE TO CHILDREN BELOW THE STATED AGE GROUP, EXCEPT ON MEDICAL ADVICE.
PROLONGED OR EXCESSIVE USE MAY BE HARMFUL.
IF PAIN PERSISTS, SEEK MEDICAL ADVICE.
USE ONLY IF FOIL SEAL OVER TABLET IS INTACT.

STORE BELOW 25ºC. PROTECT FROM HEAT, LIGHT AND MOISTURE.

MADE IN TĀMAKI MAKAURAU FROM LOCAL AND IMPORTED INGREDIENTS.

By Jade Paynter

$30

FREE
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The fringe festival started in the 21st of Feb and is going all the 
way to the 12th of March. The Fringe Festival is a celebration 
of all performance art in Auckland across multiple venues in 
Auckland.  
Head over to www.aucklandfringe.co.nz to find the full line up of 
the festival. In the mean time, here are the top three shows we 
are most eager to see.

21st Feb - 
12th March

21 Feb -  
11 March 

1 – 4 March
 

West End  
Rowing Club

8 - 11 March
 

Viaduct Marina 
Wynyard Quarter

21 Feb - 12 March

Silo Park

FRINGE FESTIVAL

REVOLT. SHE SAID. REVOLT AGAIN.

THE FLOATING THEATRE

DELIVERY NUMBER 17 $7.50 - $15

$20

$25 - $45

16

MIXED VENUES

Responding to Laurel Thatcher Ulrich’s provocation 
that “well-behaved women seldom make history”,  
REVOLT. SHE SAID. REVOLT AGAIN. is a series of 
1 hour long performances toying with feminism and 
disrupting the constraints that are put around it. 

The floating theatre gives it away in the name.  
Winning Productions has literally built a theatre on 
a little boat that will be floating on Auckland waters 
offering an intimate experience for 30 people each 
show.  The show will consist of live performance 
mixed with imagery, shadows, sound and more.

A mobile phone-driven piece created by John 
Burrows that requires the attendant to leave 
the comforts of the theatre and taken on a 
story that situates itself around Auckland CBD, 
and delivering a package. The event starts at 
Basement Theatre Tues-Thurs, and Q Theatre 
Fri-Sat.  
A mobile phone is required. 



SILO CINEMA & MARKETS
The good guys behind Silo Park are keeping up the areas’ 
weekly events through March. Friday nights consist of delicious 
foodtruck eats followed by a movie projected on the Silos at 
9pm. Saturday is arts and crafts markets and drawing areas 
going from 12pm to 8pm. Sundays are more foodtrucks and a 
local produce market along with an area set up for kid stories.  
 
Head over to www.silopark.co.nz to check out what movies are 
playing and for a full listing of events at Silo Park. 

Every  
Fri, Sat & Sun

Yukon Era re playing an R18 show at whammy Bar as part of 
their final and biggest Yukon tour of NZ before they head over-
seas. They are touring the delicious sounds of their new single 
‘Tongue’. They are also playing an all ages show on the 25th of 
March at 141 Hobson Street. 

16th March 

24th March

CHAIN & THE GANG + ECHO OHS

YUKON ERA 

Chain and The Gang of the USA will be slamming Whammy Bar 
on Thursday the 16th March. They are led by Ian Svenonius, 
who is also the singer for Nation of Ulysses, The Make-Up and 
Weird War. This will be a night not to be missed, especially with 
the well fitted Echo Ohs opening. 

FREE

$35

$15

17

SILO PARK

WHAMMY BAR

The date is set for this years experiment! 
There is no excuse to miss this years night of art-
experimentation from all fields. We will be going all out this 
time at Whammy Bar and Wine Cellar. We are currently taking 
artist submissions of the event - head to www.theexperiment.
co.nz for more info.

THE EXPERIMENT11th August

SNORT
Snort is an impromptu comedy show that is held nearly every 
Friday night at the Basement Theatre. Because of its free 
flowing formula you can never know what quite to expect 
from the show except a bloody good time. Snort frequently 
has special guest and celebrities, accompanied by its core 
cast of Guy Montgomery, Joseph Moore, Nic Sampson, Eli 
Mathewson, Alice Snedden, Donna Brookbanks, Eddy Dever, 
Chris Parker, Laura Daniel & Hamish Parkinson. 

Every Friday

NADIA REID
Nadia Reid is on a New Zealand tour to delight us with her 
sweet sounds. This tour is celebrating her longly awaited new 
album a Preservation. She will be performing with her full band 
at the Tunning Fork on the 8th of April.

17th April
$30

$12

FREE

18

BASEMENT THEATRE

TUNNING FORK

WINE CELLAR & WHAMMY
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YUKON ERA
_____ 
Artist
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- Tongue 

Scared of consequences known
Push back my eyelids to see
Scratched back still hurts
coloured room comforts me 

You had my tongue
You had my tongue split down the sides
You had my tongue 

I’m good at lying to your face 
Lay back my head and sleep
These lights will not do
I hope no one comforts you

You had my tongue
You had my tongue split down the sides 
You had my tongue

And you wanted this, push up your ego
push up your ego

@yukonera
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@toni_gill

TONI GILL 
_____
Artist

My name is Toni. I’m ninety-eight years young, with an 
extremely dangerous history of the arts and graphic design.

27

Every volume of Black Lagoon will feature the 
line work of an artists work for you to rip out, 
colour in, cut out and fold into a cube.

Collect all four during the year and stack them  
up to create a 3D exquisite corpse.

Black Lagoon designer Toni Gill kicks things off.

Use the hashtag #boxmonster to share your 
work, win things and have it published in the 
next volume.

28

BOX MONSTER 
_____



#BOXMONSTER
CREATE A
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@danteandme
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DANTE ADAMS



Hi Katie, how's it going? Your art has a really unique vibe, can you tell us a bit 
about your journey to where you are now?

Aw thanks. After enjoying art and photography at high school it seemed like a good idea 
(after mucking around for a while) to study that. I ended up doing a Bachelor of Fine Arts 
with honours and kept up my own work on and off after that. 

When did you first start out? And what started you on that path? 

Well I think art school was a really good opportunity to explore and learn more about art 
and experiment with a range of techniques. It’s also awesome because you get your 
own space to make a big mess in. After I left though I felt a bit disillusioned. I’d lost the 

KATIE MORROW 
_____
Artist
By Tiana Rakete
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spontaneity of making art and had begun 
to make it just for the marks (thirsty for the 
grades). I had a little break from making 
art when I was travelling and I ended up 
working part time in Melbourne. That 
time allowed me to get back into enjoying 
making art again.

We've been stalking you on www.
katiemorrow.nz and are loving what 
we see. How long have you been 
promoting your work and what led you 
to create site?

So nice to be on the receiving end of 
stalking for once! Haha. Well I think I’ve 
had my website for about a year or so. I’ve 
been putting my work up on Instagram and 
getting such nice feedback from people 
asking if I sell it etc, which kind of gave me 
a push to do that. 

How has the digital world effected (if at 
all) the reach that you have with your 
art? 

I think it’s a great tool for artists to get their 
work out there and seen by people from 
all over. I use it a lot with my own work: 
Instagram and my website and Facebook 
cause it’s a quick and easy way to show 
people what you have been up to and to 
make connections. I love being able to see 
my friends’ work as well; it’s so easy now 
(to be a stalker). 

Were there any specific turning points 
you can remember that stand out 
for you as a pinnacle in your creative 
development?

I definitely think being in Canada and seeing 
so much amazing Inuit art really inspired 
me. Going to the Guggenheim when I was 
17 was also pretty life changing for me. 

What medium are you really exploring 
at the moment? Any stand outs? 

I mostly use India ink and pen at the 
moment but I am trying (not very hard) to 
use a bit more colour.  

If you could have a chat with your 
younger self, would you give her any 
advice? 

Don’t worry so much and be grateful. 

Working at a local primary school must 
have its inspiration perks. Have you got 
any cool stories to share with us about 
how work has inspired your artwork?

I feel inspired by the kids every day. I am 
lucky to work with the young ones, who 
tend to have a very honest outlook on life 
and they make the BEST art work; it always 
blows my mind. I am constantly repeating 
the stories they tell me because they come 
up with some real doozies. 

And finally, what kind of music are you 
listening to when you're in the zone? 
Gotta love a good beat.

I sway more towards the ladies, anything 
from Beyonce and Solange to PJ Harvey. 
Heck, I’ve even been getting down to 
the Moana soundtrack lately. I also love 
letting Spotify choose my playlists and 
then getting outraged at all their choices 
for me*.

*do you even know me at all spotify. 
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Propped up on one elbow underneath a pōhutukawa tree, Karl has a 
thick leash in one hand while we sit in Myers Park listening to a group of 
trumpeters who are making the most of the sun. 

Attached to that leash is Monster Valley’s newest recruit, Mad Max. 
Coming in at 36kg and 76cm tall, Max is a big guy with a very docile 
demeanour. Unless of course, you in anyway remind him of a rabbit. 

Lucky for us, there aren’t any rabbits in sight. Karl and I had a chat to talk 
about what’s happening at Monster Valley.

Hey Karl, how’s it going?
Great, just flicking sticks in Myers Park, heaps of fun. 

Looks fun. Max is a pretty sweet edition to the family there Karl, can 
you tell us about him? 
Yeah, he is. He’s now licking his balls - favourite spot. He likes pizza more 

STEP INTO MY STUDIO AND MEET MY DOG 
__________
Karl & Max
By Tiana Rakete
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than sushi and has dug a trench 
around my house by running a loop 
every morning. I’m not really looking 
forward to winter. I used to mow the 
lawns, now I just rake mud back into 
his track. 

There goes all your lawn goals for 
the year. What kind of dog is he?
Max is an ex-racing greyhound, 
he’s three years old and is from a 
charity called Greyhounds As Pets 
(greyhoundsaspets.org.nz). We 
wanted to get a rescue dog that 
would fit in with the studio lifestyle 
and Greyhounds are notoriously 
sleepy. Max sleeps for about 16-
17 hours a day which is perfect for 
Monster Valley. He doesn’t bark and 
is already house trained so it was 
great fit for Lyd’s (my wife) and I. 
He’s just a lot bigger than we were 

initially looking for, but that hasn’t 
been a problem. 

Did it come as a surprise to you 
and Lyds that Max would be so 
sleepy and lazy?
Yeah - people think he is going to be 
intense and I will have to run him 
for hours and hours but it is just not 
the case. He’s retired and is stoked 
to have a warm bed, a warm house 
and food two to three times a day. 
He’s happy to not be running around 
in circles.

Were there any challenges when 
he first came to the studio?
Yeah, he didn’t know how to climb 
into the car to get to work, and then 
couldn’t climb the stairs. They are 
trained not to climb things when 
they are racing to make sure they 
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don’t hurt themselves. That took 
about four weeks and now he’s 
climbing stairs like a champ.

Have you made any other 
changes to the studio besides fit 
outs for Max?
Besides the addition of a dog bed 
and his bowl, there isn’t much else 
we’ve had to add. There is also a 
sweet whisky lounge downstairs 
now.

Oh yeah, how do you get in on 
that?
You know, gotta knock twice, there’s 
a special knock (laughs) or you could 
just knock as per normal on the front 
door, that works too. Besides that, 
we’re about to kit out a treehouse 
in the studio which will become a 
creative, tech-free space for new 
ideas and concepts. It will be good 
to have a space to think about ideas 
without distractions, quite similar to 
a tree-hut when you were growing 
up; go up there imagine stuff and 
make it a reality!

What’s on the cards for Monster 
Valley this year?
The Experiment (11 August, 
theexperiment.co.nz) is always a 
good one. We’re in the planning 
stages at the moment and it’s just 
getting bigger and better with more 
artists and collaborations coming on 
board. This year it is being held at 
Whammy / Wine Cellar which is a 
great fit for the event and will give us 
lots of interesting spaces to engage. 

The beauty of The Experiment is 

that artists from all backgrounds can 
come together and create something 
unexpected in a non-judgemental, 
open-minded environment. So 
people that want to try stuff with 
musicians or dancers or display their 
work, they can do that here. 

Have you and the team been 
playing with any fun tech lately?
We’ve just got some nice new prime 
lens for our cameras which are cool 
and have been turning around 360° 
social videos for clients which is an 
interesting space to play in. 

We’re still flying drones around 
and capturing those big sweeping 
landscape shots and we also have 
a little modem with our Genie 
timelapse setup up to do two-axis 
timelapses. 

We’ve also been playing with VFX 
and animation quite a bit lately. Jade 
has some really interesting projects 
and ideas that we are looking to get 
involved in. 

So this is the first zine, is there 
anyone in particular you are 
looking forward to hearing 
about?
I’m really excited about working 
with Callum Rooney who is the artist 
behind our cover. We are going to be 
screen printing the covers which will 
be a real challenge. 

I’m interested to know what the 
feedback will be like when people 
go through the zine, knowing that 
you are holding a one off screen 
printed beautifully designed piece of 
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artwork that could stand on its own. Is it a thin zine and it just happens to have 
a nice cover? Or does it sit alone as its own collected piece of artwork that 
you can remove and display? The readers will ultimately decide.

What was the thinking behind starting a zine? Is there a specific reason 
why you wanted to create something so beautiful and so bespoke?
We used to do an electronic newsletter, which I think gets a bit lost these 
days with people just receiving thousands of them everyday. Our community 
of practical artists and musicians all appreciate - MAX, don’t lick my ear. 

Sorry mate, he was just licking his balls too.
Oh great! That’s my favourite. That happened, dog ball ears. Sorry as I was 
saying, it feels like doing a zine and creating something bespoke just like their 
work does them more justice than an email. 

What do you want these stories to show people? 
I guess I want to showcase and celebrate our creative community. Everyone 
is placed in front of big corporate brands and adverts, but you wouldn’t see a 
small gallery down the road across a huge billboard. The share of voice isn’t 
quite balanced, so I’m hoping this might open the door to swing both ways 
and let corporates and creatives feed off one another a little more. 
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Hello Christopher, thanks for giving me your 
time! How are you, what’s your current 
vibe? 

I’m fine thanks. My current and permanent vibe 
is ‘the only male student at a boarding school for 
witches in the English countryside circa 1984, 
who is going to solve a mystery.’

Tell me all about you - where have you come 
from, and what have you been up to lately?

Where have I come from? I’m from Mosgiel 
originally if that’s what you mean, my phone 
autocorrected ‘originally’ to ‘ironically’ and I 
think that sort of sums it up anyway, so let’s 
say I’ve come from Mosgiel, ironically. I’ve 
been an Aucklander since 2008. Where am I 

CHRIS STRATTON 
_____
Artist
By Ruby Reihana-Wilson
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coming from right now? I’m currently 
sitting on the floor of a studio where 
we are recording a sketch for Jono 
and Ben, where I’m working for a few 
weeks and have costumed tonight’s 
sketch in as much faux Versace as 
possible. What I’ve been up to lately is 
working in television, I do art direction 
and occasional styling as well as TV 
production work to keep the rent paid. 

You’ve recently started a new 
business venture. 

Correct.  

Wanna tell me about it? 

I reckon I can give it a nudge. I’ve 
made my own deck of ‘fortune’ cards. 
These are images that I’ve drawn and 
created word associations with for 
people to sit down and do a lil reading 
for themselves. 
How did this idea come about? 

I’m into the tarot and was recently 
introduced to The Lenormand Cards 
by my friend Hello Tanya (shout out 
Tanya). I think cards and fortune 
readings are very interesting ways to 
create a conversation with yourself 
about your goals, or how you feel about 
past events and maybe reconciling 
your perspective on life with what is 
happening and finding a way forward 
or working out what you actually want 

“‘the only male student at a 
boarding school for witches 
in the English countryside 
circa 1984, who is going to 

solve a mystery.’”

or something. I often sit down with my 
tarot deck when I feel I need to take a 
breather and consider what I’m doing, 
who I am and where I am. It’s so much 
easier to do this with prompts from 
cards, and can bring you some sweet 
surprises. So this idea is about creating 
a deck that feels vibey but without 
traditional associations with magic et 
cetera, so that people who might be a 
lil spooked by that can access it. 

Do you ever feel like you’re messing 
with the original tarot?

Nah bro these are chill, I decided I’d 
rather do my own cards from the 
ground up than draw my own tarot, I 
thought it would mess less like that.  

I know you’re a witch cos we’re in 
the same coven (lol). When did you 
start delving into witchcraft? 

When did I first watch Hocus-Pocus?  

Nah I’ve had a lifelong affinity with 
witchiness but it’s in the last few years 
considering things like tarot or how 

@christopher_stratton
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the objects and space you inhabit 
can affect your ability to function 
and your spirit/soul or whatever, that 
I’ve become conscious of creating a 
kind of magical environment around 
myself - which really just constitutes 
unapologetically and unashamedly 
surrounding myself with things and 
people that make me feel good and 
nice and comforted. 

When I say I am a witch, people lol 
hard out and ask what spells we 
do / do we have broomsticks and 
black cats etc etc. You know, basic 
stuff. Want to divulge a little on 

what we do? 

It’s just goal setting and talking about 
how you are feeling but with ritual 
and mates to help remember that we 
are alive and that’s such an abstract 
concept to acknowledge that maybe 
we can be a bit sort of celestial with 
each other and consider ourselves as 
more than just these meaty, boney 
things lumping around the place - 
there is a soul or spirit articulating 
those old bones and we just kinda 
talk about how that thing is doing and 
feeling? What do you reckon? 

Tell me a bit about the people that 
have helped pave the way to your 
style today.

I don’t dress like them at all but 
Alexander McQueen Daphne 
Guinness and Isabella Blow are my 
church because they are/where 
these contemporary and visionary 
artists with clean-cut to the point 
but still baroque, romantic, tragic 
melodramatic, sensibilities that I 
identify with. And 1992 Versace 

and Versace in general. Witches. 
David Shrigley and Keith Haring are 
cool at drawing and art. Princess 
Diana is v obvs an influence.  Stevie 
Nicks in terms of wearing your heart 
outside your body and being open 
and vulnerable. I like appropriating 
aspects of fuccboi culture into 
my clothing style and my general 
approach to daily life. 

“Ideas don’t cost 
money, but they can be 
lost - write them down.”

Tell me about something or a piece 
of work you’re really proud of. 

The show I did with you lil geezer: 
‘Little Child of Miracle.’ It was my 
first time on stage in ten years and it 
was scary but I made a show with my 
friends who bought into the vague 
weird world I had in my head and 
jammed it up with me. 

Obviously there’s always going to 
be money struggles (#artist), but 
what other obstacles have you 
faced on the journey of making 
these fortune cards?

Culling ideas - the deck almost 
went in a different way with more 
abstract concepts as images like ‘the 
unfinished’ or ‘the dream’ and it got 
to a point where it was either one 
way or the other, the abstract bullshit 
cuter ones, drawing pictures and 
figuring out where they came from or 
marrying images with concepts that 
might help people think?  

Have you got future plans for this witchcraft/tarot biz?

Heaps oi. I’m hoping to expand in a bunch of different ways with my new 
business ‘altar’ which is just about surrounding yourself with vibey things and 
not cookie cutter crummy stuff.

Tell me where we can buy these - will they be at a shop or online? 
Online and hopefully in stores tbc, fml. 

And finally, do you have any advice for young witches? 

Drink light and scream at the moon. Listen to Stevie Nicks. Read Yoko Ono. 
Invest in a good veil. Interrogate yourself constantly - if you like or dislike 
something figure out why. Ideas don’t cost money, but they can be lost - write 
them down. Someday you’ll find a way to realise them. 
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UK based artist Nao just blessed us all with her mystifying set 
at Laneway. Aside from her captivating performance, it was her 
electrifying songs that got everyone going. Nao’s newest album 
‘For All That We Know’ is one that is hard not to grove along to. This 
is particularly due to the high quality production that experiments 
with different funky bass, keyboard and drum tones. However, 
this is mostly to do with Nao’s unique voice and distinctive singing 
style that stems from a jazz background. 

Rec, to everyones appeal, popped up in downtown Auckland in 
the last quarter of 2016. While amidst the somewhat frightening 
vibe of Britomart, this venue offers a chance to extend the vibrant 

REC

At the moment I can’t get enough of Solange. Her new 22-track 
collection “A Seat at the Table” has something for everyone. 
The moods and tones range from smooth and mellow to funky, 
upbeat and loud. Solange experiments in perfection with a range 
of instruments and singing styles; not to mention the number of 
collaborations on the album. She delves into many issues and 
themes through the album. These range from personal interludes 
spoken by her family members to both social and racial themes.  
Since Solange has self produced the album she has control over 
every aspect of her music and production. If you haven’t already, 
give this beautiful collection a listen to. 

Solange  A Seat at the Table

NAO  For all that we know
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By Jade Paynter

STUFF AND THINGS 
_____

Laneway 2017 

After four years of doing solo projects and fours 
years since the release of their last album, Warpaint 
has finally released their long awaited new album 
‘Heads Up’ at end of last year. The album is the 
perfect mix of deep enchanting bass lines graced 
with trance-like harmonies. The song ‘New Song’ is 
constructed more along the lines of pop song which 
is a new dynamic push for the band. The rest of the 
album is a welcomed extension of their previous 
albums.

Warpaint  Heads Up

The home of Laneway has shifted from Silo Park 
to Albert park. While some were put off from the 
shift, the new location worked really well. The day 
was swelter of 23 degrees, but there were only a 
few moments when it became to hot to handle. 
More hills meant more slopped stages allowing for 
a good view from anywhere and the grass was nicer 
to sit on. Food and drink lines lasted no longer than 
10 minuets. While there were a few clashes with 
artists the day in general went smoothly. This new 
home for Laneway is perfect and has the potential to 
become. I hope this new home for laneway is here 
to stay. 
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music community up on K Road to a wider audience 
in Auckland. The venue has a great sound system 
with plenty of space to dance. So far, a nice mix 
of artists have played there and it’s exciting to see 
what this year has ahead for Rec. 



Hey Chippy. Where’s the name from?
Hello! I worked at Ponsonby Fish & Chip Shop while I was at uni and 
the name seems to have stuck!

What were the last things you a) listened to, b) ate and c) watched?

a) A mix from Riohv on Soundcloud 
b) Some zucchini tomato pasta I cooked up 
c) Green Room by Jeremy Saulnier.

By Karl Sheridan

CHIPPY 
_____
Artist
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Where are you from and what do you do?

Born and raised in Auckland! I spend most of my time printing, 
making zines and drawing pictures of weirdo creatures I make up.

How would you describe your style?

Deep fried outer space colourful marshmallow mess.

You run Inky Palms. When did you start and why?

Yeah I co- run Inky with my partner Cait. I started the space at 
the beginning of 2015 with a couple other mates while we were 
finishing uni. Our main intention was always to use it as a studio for 
ourselves to create art and music and to also allow other local artists 
to showcase their own work through exhibitions, zines launches and 
gigs.

Your shop is also an art gallery?

Inky Palms is an art studio/gallery space more so than a shop. We do 
make and sell our own zines and other works of art when we can but 
running it as a full time retail space has never really taken our focus.

Have other exhibitions influenced your artwork in any way?

Recently we had Jeremy Cosmo Potts showcase his exhibition 
‘Punching in a Cosmic Cheat Code’ at Inky which was a lot of fun 
and definitely influenced me. It was a very full -on show which was 
overloaded with his distinctive and often eyebrow raising illustrations. 
I’m super into very cartoonish illustrative art and I’m keen to see 
more of it happening in AKL.

Who or what do you get your inspiration from?

Weirdo plants and silly underwater creatures.

Plans for 2017?
Keen to get a bit of travelling done, release some more zines for AKL 
Zinefest and I’m thinking about doing my first solo show towards the 
end of the year!

Favourite quote or lyric:

“Sea Salt & Balsamic Vinegar”

 @chippydraws 48
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By Karl Sheridan

LYDIA ZANETTI 
_____
Producer

What were the last things you a) listened to, b) ate and c) watched?

a) Currently listening to the soundtrack for Girlhood by Para One (it’s a real 
heartstrings puller); and before that it was Call It Love (If You Want To) by 
George FitzGerald with Lawrence Hart. Mostly electronic music at the moment, 
or epic choral pieces. Swings and round abouts. 

b) I had toast with EVO, tomatoes, cheese and cucumber for breakfast. And by 
breakfast I mean every meal, except sometimes toast becomes pasta. I like to 
think it’s the Italian in me. 

c) I’ve gotten into this choreographer called Robert Green who does a really 
great combo of voguing and hip hop, so last thing I watched (obsessively) was 
his choreo for Missy Elliott’s I’m Better. Youtube the shit out of it. 

Where are you from and what do you do?

I’m from Wellington (fine, Lower Hutt) and I’m a festival director, producer, 
choreographer, arts activist and performance geek. I produced and 
choreographed my first show when I was 17, and over a decade later I’m still 
doing the same stuff (except at a slightly larger scale). 

How would you describe your producing style?

My old dance teacher has this idea that dance exists between people - and I 
love that as an idea for all art. So as a producer, I aim to empower, challenge 
and foster the space between everyone. Writers and techies, performers and 
audiences, publicists and box office staff - the space between is where I aim 
to be. 

You are producing Auckland Fringe festival. How did you end up here?

Basement invited to be their producer in residence in 2015, and that year Fringe 
needed a hand - so they kindly offered me to help get the festival on it’s feet. 
And I’ve rather fallen in love with it. Fringe’s here and worldwide are a great 
culmination of my interests and drivers - inclusivity, celebration of otherness, 
great art, terrible art and a bloody good party. 

2017 Fringe Highlights?

God, so many! Artists have really pulled out the goods this fest. I love it when 
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people challenge themselves to 
use different spaces and durations. 
The dancer in me loves seeing 
so much experimental stuff 
happening. It’s hard to say but 
here’s some great words - floating 
theatre, dancing with cats, dental 
hygiene talk, public toilets, 12 hour 
dance works, tip-top NZ theatre 
companies, Josie Long’s mum (not 
literally). 

How did Zanetti Productions 
come about and any plans 
moving forward?

Zanetti Productions is just the 
official name for what I’ve been 
doing for years anyway - essentially, 
making events happen. I went to 
Edinburgh and was really inspired 
by the producers there who were 
doing a plethora of fantastic shows, 
curating through producing specific 
works and really building a trusted 
brand for the producing company 
as well as the artist. I wanted to 
give it a shot in NZ, and to help take 
awesome NZ work internationally 
too. And it’s all happening, we have 
a huge amount of super exciting 
projects across 2017 including 
(funding dependent) taking a 
bunch of shows to Edinburgh 
Festival Fringe. I have the luxury of 
producing work I really believe in, 
and by and large it’s work that has 
a real social conscience. I love that.

I’ve also got the fabulous Helen 
Sheehan working alongside me. 
Guys, it’s so great having a pal! 
Especially such a talented and well 
dressed one. 

How did the transition from 
dancer to producer happen? 
What did you learn?

Dancers seem to love becoming 
producers! There’s a bunch of us, 
once you start digging through NZ 
art organisations. I think it’s a love 
of structure and punishment (I’m 
looking at you, ballerinas). At 17, I 
produced and choreographed my 
first show at BATS Theatre. And 
once I left Unitec’s dance school, 
I just started producing my own 
work and line up shows because 
I wanted them to happen. DANZ 
and University of Auckland ran 
this programme for producers for 
dance at the time which helped 
set up some basic skills, but I only 
really started thinking of myself 
as a producer after working for 

Andi Crown Photography
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Elephant Publicity and Basement 
Theatre. We need more producers in 
every art form in NZ. People always 
think it’s just admin - but it’s really 
a job that you can take as much or 
as little from as you put in. For me, 
it allows me to enable incredible 
artists to make and connect with 
audiences and for everyone to have 
a life changing experience. Why 
would you not want to do that?!

Who or what do you get your 
inspiration from?

In the last year I have drawn a 
huge amount of inspiration, energy 
and support from a key group of 
phenomenal women across many 
arts organisations in Auckland and 

NZ. These women are INSANE - so 
skilled, supportive and gutsy. I am 
honoured to walk alongside them. 

Plans for 2017?

Oof! Auckland Fringe. NZ International 
Comedy Fest (look out for all 
the amazing women). The 
internationally-renowned makers of 
magic Trick of the Light at the Herald 
Theatre in July. Edinburgh Festival 
Fringe with a bunch of shows. And 
a couple more goodies to round the 
year off which I can’t talk about just 
yet! Watch this space!

Favourite quote or lyric:

Anything from The Life of Brian or 
The Holy Grail. 

Photo: Karl Sheridan
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Kahu Gill is one of the two founders of 
hand poke tattoo studio Thick and Broke - 
so what better way to connect with them 
than interviewing whilst getting a tattoo?

Kahu Gill, a fellow Steiner school graduate 
(look it up, it’s very artsy) has started a 
hand poke tattoo studio in the heart of 
Eden Terrace. There’s four of them in the 
collective - Kahu, Kitty, Scout and Claire 
- and the collective has been operating 
for the last three months. It’s a small but 
clean studio set up in an old shop on New 
North Road, and they all live together in 
the flat above with a sassy cat named 
Data. They live and breathe their craft. 
It’s a nice vibe in the room, dotted with 
miscellaneous trinkets, sketches, and 
books. A handmade sign on the wall 
declares ‘This is a safe space. Don’t be 
that guy.’

Kahu was was an apprentice of Tash 
Wood of Tableau Studio, learning the 
art of tattooing with a machine. After a 
year they ditched that and opted for the 
manual art of stick and poke - if you’re 
wondering, it is as it sounds: it’s a needle 
taped to a tongue presser (the one that 
the doctor sticks down your throat and 
makes you say ‘aaaah’), and you simply 
poke this into the skin, dot by dot. Kahu 
thinks on their days using the tattoo 
machine. “I would get so anxious before 
every tattoo that I would be unable to eat 
for two days, which is terrible because 
I would get terrible shakes. Hand poke 
does not have the same level of anxiety, 
so I put the tattoo gun aside and taught 
myself how to do it.”

KAHU GILL 
_______________________
Thick and Broke Collective
By Ruby Reihana-Wilson
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Even though they’re 24 and self-
taught as of five months ago, Kahu 
knows a shit load about their craft - 
they even have their own apprentice. 
They plan to train tattooists in proper 
hygiene with the goal to take over the 
world with tattoos. It’s impressive 
when you note that even their 
old boss Tash is self-taught. “She 
couldn’t really teach me much in the 
sense of ‘how to tattoo’ because no 
one taught her. She would say to just 
practise and learn for yourself, and 
you’ll just get better! And that’s true, 
I have to learn for myself. I’ve been 
practising on my legs a lot lately.’

But we’re gonna change the culture. 
That’s the plan, change it from the 
ground up.” My first tattoo was from 
a gruff man who thought my idea 
was funny, asking three times if I 
was sure I wanted to get it. “Yup, 
guy tattooists can be assholes!”

We’re a third of the way through the 
tattoo, and Kahu hits a sore spot on 
my arm. “Sorry! You’re sitting good 
though. I’m not good with pain. I’ll 
complain the whole time, I’m always 
grimacing aloud all the way through.” 
I try not to laugh as that makes my 
whole body shake. How the heck 
can they tattoo and not cope with 
the pain? “I think you’re allowed as 
a tattooist. You already know it hurts, 
but for me saying ‘ow’ helps the pain. 
I got the back of my thighs done and 
it was my most painful tattoo, I was 
biting the pillow, trying not to cry. I 
had it during the certain time of the 
month, so that hurt more…“

I go into my haze to deal with the 
pain, and think about how interesting 
it is to start a professional business 
in a craft which most teenagers do 

As you can assume, Kahu is peppered 
with tattoos, large and small, both 
hand poked and with a machine. 
“There’s a lot of my tattoos which I 
don’t think are necessarily my style 
or taste anymore, but I still love 
them because of when I got them 
and what they meant to me then. 
They’re like badges.” I think about 
my own shitty hand-poked tattoos 
and chuckle. Even though some of 
mine look pretty average, they are 
wonderful reminders of where I was 
at back in the day. They elaborate. 
“They’re also like prizes. That way I 
hold back on getting them; they’re 
like a reward that I give myself - 
sometimes literally.”

I mention the sign touting the 
studio as a safe space. “We’re 
inclusive here, we are all gender non-
conforming. The culture in the scene 
is very masculine; it’s a real boys club. 

“Thick and broke, that’s 
pretty much us”
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content heart tattoo. The lines are, 
like they said, perfect. I feel a little 
sheepish comparing it with my other 
hand poked tattoos. I take a photo of 
Kahu by the front door, and they tell 
me about the name of the collective. 
“Thick and broke, that’s pretty much 
us. We’re a bit chunky, not too smart 
(jokes) and always need more money. 
‘Thick and broke stick and poke’ was 
said as a joke but it just stuck. You 
know it’s good when it’s a joke.”

Thick and Broke Collective are doing 
some seriously cool shit - check out 
their Instagram to see their beautiful 
work (and for bookings). @kahu_gill 
and @thickandbrokecollective. Also, 
they do free touch ups!

to themselves very unhygienically in 
maths class (I for one am entirely guilty 
of that). “It’ll be interesting to see 
how many people take us seriously 
as a hand poke business, but I guess 
we’ll see once this Viceland doco 
‘Needles and Pins’ comes out.” They 
recently filmed with ‘Beyond Beauty’ 
presenter Grace Neutral, a prolific 
hand poke and body modification 
artist from London who has been 
documenting tattooists here in NZ. 
“She is so lovely. We hung out loads, 
went to the beach, and she gave us 
all tattoos of her coven sign.” Kahu, 
being of Māori descent also notes the 
regularity of people asking them to 
do tā moko. “Grace was asking me 
loads on tā moko, and I felt not very 
qualified to say! I heard later that 
they went and interviewed Tame Iti 
the next day on his tā moko. I hope 
I didn’t say something stupid. So 
embarrassing.” 

They’ve only been a business for 
three months, but the collective is 
going steady. “I’m already having 
to turn people away!” There’s only 
four in the collective and the studio 
can’t accommodate for many more, 
but they do have dreams to expand. 
“We want it to be more of an arts 
collective. I want to have field trips 
where we do art classes and open air 
painting at the Domain or something, 
try get as many people to join the 
collective from an art perspective.” 

I’m suddenly woken from my haze 
by a wash of cold green soap, the 
cleaning solution to wipe up excess 
ink. “Ah sorry! My bad, I always 

“Perfectionism -
that’s what stick and 
poke is so good for”

like the freezing feeling but I forget 
I need to tell people because it 
freaks them out… But warning is 
no fun!” An hour into the tattoo and 
we are almost done. “We’re close, 
I’m just making the lines perfect. 
Perfectionism - that’s what stick and 
poke is so good for. Other artists try 
to go really fast - you’re never going 
to be as fast as a machine so don’t 
even bother. Just be really good.” 
Kahu cleans up my arm and we look 
at the finished result of my little 

....................................

....................................
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until next time...
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